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We prove that for a projective smooth scheme X the hypercohomology of the overconvergent de Rham-Witt
complex is canonically isomorphic to crystalline cohomology.
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1 Introduction
Let X be a smooth variety over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0. In [3] we constructed an overconvergent
de Rham-Witt complex W †X/k as a suitable sub-complex of the completed de Rham-Witt complex W·X/k
of Deligne-Illusie. It is a Zariski sheaf of differential graded algebras. We proved that the hypercohomology
H·
(
X, W †·X/k
)
tensored with Q is canonically isomorphic to the rigid cohomology of X . It is an open question
whether H·
(
X, W †·X/k
)
is modulo torsion a finitely generated W (k)-module.
The main result of this note answers this question if X is projective and smooth.
Theorem Let X be smooth and projective overk. Then the canonical map
Hi
(
X, W †·X/k
) −→ Hi (X, W·X/k
) = Hicris(X/W (k))
is an isomorphism. These modules are of finite type over W (k) for all i ≥ 0.
2 Proof of the Theorem
Lemma 2.1 Let X be smooth and projective over k. Then we have a commutative diagram
Hi
(
X, W †·X/k
)
γ−→ Hi
(
X, W·X/k
)
↓ ↓
Hi
(
X, W †·X/k ⊗ Q
)
−→ Hi
(
X, W·X/k ⊗ Q
)
↑ ∼= ↑ ∼=
Hirig(X/k)
∼=−→ Hicris(X/W (k)) ⊗ Q
(2.1)
where all maps in the lower square are isomorphisms.
P r o o f . The isomorphisms of the lower square follow from [5] II The´ore`me 1.4, [3] Theorem 4.40 and [1]
The´ore`me 1.9.
We only need to show that the lower square commutes. For this we describe more closely Berthelot’s con-
struction of the comparison map between rigid and crystalline cohomologies. Let Z be a k-scheme. We consider
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2 A. Langer and Th. Zink: Overconvergent de Rham-Witt cohomology
an embedding into a formal W (k)-scheme Y which is formally smooth in a neighbourhood of Z . Then the naive
cohomology is defined in [2] as follows
H ·naive(Z/k) = H
(
]Z [Y,·]Z [Y
)
,
where ]Z [Y denotes the tube in the rigid analytic space associated toY. It follows from [2] Proposition 2 and the
proof of The´ore`me 1.9 in [1] that there is a canonical morphism
H ·naive(Z/k) −→ H ·cris(Z/W (k)) ⊗ Q,
which is an isomorphism for a smooth k-scheme Z . By Berthelot’s definition of rigid cohomology we have a
canonical homomorphism
H ·rig(Z/k) −→ H ·naive(Z/k)
which is an isomorphism if Z is proper (compare [2] §2 and [1]). The composite of the last two arrows
s : H ·rig(Z/k) −→ H ·cris(Z/W (k)) ⊗ Q (2.2)
is therefore an isomorphism if Z is smooth and proper.
Therefore we see that all maps in the lower square of diagram (2.1) are canonically defined for each smooth
quasiprojective scheme. Using the Meyer-Vietoris sequence for cohomology we can reduce the question of
commutativity to the case where X is affine, X = Spec A.
Let ˜A/W (k) be an Elkik lift of A. Let ˜A† be the weak completion in the sense of Monsky-Washnitzer. We fix
also a lifting σ of the absolute Frobenius on A to the p-adic completion ˆ˜A of ˜A. It induces maps
ˆ
˜A −→ W (A), ˜A† −→ W †(A). (2.3)
In the case X = Spec A the lower square diagram is induced by the following diagram of complexes
W †·A/k −→ W·A/k
↑ ↑
·
˜A†/W (k) −→ ·ˆ˜A/W (k),
where the vertical maps are induced by (2.3). The lower horizontal maps gives the homomorphism s (2.2) because
it is independent of the choice ofY. The commutativity of the last square is obvious. 
Proposition 2.2 For X/k smooth we have a quasi-isomorphism
W †·X/k/p
n W †·X/k ∼= W·X/k/pn W·X/k ∼= Wn·X/k .
The quasi-isomorphism on the right is shown in [5], I, 3.17.3. For the left quasi-isomorphism it is enough to
prove this locally for the Zariski topology on X . This may be extracted from the proof of Theorem 3.19 in [3].
What follows is a simplification of the arguments given there. By Kedlaya [6] Theorem 2 each point of X has an
affine neighbourhood Spec B which is finite e´tale over the polynomial algebra k[T1, . . . , Td ]. Before we continue
the proof we need two Propositions.
Proposition 2.3 Let A be a smooth k-algebra. Let B be a finite e´tale A-algbra which is free as an A-module.
We denote its rank by m.
Then W †(B) is a finite e´tale W †(A)-algebra and free as a W †(A)-module of rank d.
P r o o f . We will write I †A := V W †(A). Assume first that B is monic e´tale over A. Then this follows from
[4] Corollary 2.46. This implies also that
W †(B)/I †AW
†(B) ∼= B. (2.4)
Let b1, . . . , bm be a basis of B as an A-module. Then the W †(A)-module homomorphism
W †(A)m −→ W †(B)
(ξ1, . . . , ξm) 
−→
∑
i ξi [bi ]
(2.5)
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is an isomorphism if B is monic over A. Indeed, by (2.4) and the Lemma of Nakayama the homomorphism is
surjective and then an isomorphism because both sides are free W †(A)-module of the same rank.
In general there is a covering
⋃m
t=1 D( ft) = Spec A such that B ft /A ft is e´tale monogenic. Considering the
morphism (2.5) we conclude because both sides are sheaves on Spec A by [4] Proposition 3.2. Finally, looking at
the left hand side of (2.5) we obtain that (2.4) is an isomorphism under the assumptions of the proposition. 
Corollary 2.4 Let f ∈ A then we have isomorphisms
W †(A f ) ⊗W †( A) W †(B) ∼−→ W †(B f ), (2.6)
W †A/k ⊗W †( A) W †(B)
∼−→ W †B/k .
P r o o f . The first isomorphism follows from Nakayama’s Lemma because both sides are by the Proposition
2.3 free modules of the same rank over W †(A f ).
If B/A monogenic the second isomorphism follows from [3] Proposition 1.9. In the general case we take a
covering
⋃m
t=1 D( ft) = Spec A as in the last proof. Then we deduce from the monogenic case an isomorphism:
W †A ft /k ⊗W †( A) W
†(B) ∼−→ W †B ft /k . (2.7)
Indeed, by (2.6) the left hand side may be rewritten:
W †A ft /k ⊗W †( A ft ) W
†(A ft ) ⊗W †( A) W †(B) ∼= W †A ft /k ⊗W †( A ft ) W
†(B ft ).
Since W †(B) is a free W †(A)-module we deduce the second isomorphism of the Corollary from (2.7) and the
sheaf property. 
Let A = k[T1, . . . , Td ] be a polynomial algebra and let B be a finite e´tale A-algebra. We note that B is
free as an A-module. We take an Elkik lift ˜B over W (k) of B. We set ˜A = W (k)[T1, . . . , Td ]. We lift the
homomorphism A −→ B to a homomorphism of W (k)-algebras ˜A −→ ˜B. It is clear that the homomorphisms
˜A/pm ˜A −→ ˜B/pm ˜B are e´tale for each m. We now pass to the weak completions:
˜A† −→ ˜B†. (2.8)
We conclude by [9] Theorem 6.2 that (2.8) is finite. Since p is in the Jacobson radical of ˜A† it follows that (2.8)
is flat and that the module of relative differentials vanishes. Therefore this homomorphism is finite e´tale.
We consider the homomorphism κA : ˜A −→ W (A) which maps Ti to the Teichmu¨ller [Ti ]. We denote by
˜A∧ the p-adic completion. The homomorphism κA extends to κA : ˜A∧ −→ W (A). This homomorphism extends
uniquely to a homomorphism κB : ˜B∧ −→ W (B). Indeed, we can extend ˜A/pn ˜A −→ Wn(A) successively to
˜B/pn ˜B −→ Wn(B). Indeed, we find the next step n + 1 from the lifting property of e´tale morphisms
˜A/pn+1 ˜A −→ Wn+1(B)
| |↓ ↓
˜B/pn+1 ˜B −→ Wn(B)
From κA we obtain A† −→ W †(A) since the [Ti ] are overconvergent. We consider the morphism κB : ˜B† → W (B).
We claim that the image is contained in W †(B). By [4] Proposition 2.15 overconvergence is a local question.
Therefore it suffices to show the claim in the case where B = A[U ]/ f (U). Then we deduce that ˜B† = ˜A†[U ]/ ˜f (U)
for some ˜f [U ] ∈ ˜A[U ]. The map κB maps U to a root of ˜f in W †(B) and this root is by Hensel’s Lemma
overconvergent ([4] Proposition 2.30).
Proposition 2.5 Let A = k[T1, . . . , Tm ] be the polynomial algebra. Let B be a finite e´tale algebra over A and
let κB : ˜B† → W †(B) be the homomorphism defined above. Then there is a decomposition of W †B/k into two
subcomplexes
W †·B/k = W †int,·B/k ⊕ W † f rac,·B/k ,
where the second direct summand is acyclic and the first is isomorphic to  ˜B†/k under the morphism of complexes
induced by κB:
κB : 
·
˜B†/W (k) −→ W †·B/k .
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4 A. Langer and Th. Zink: Overconvergent de Rham-Witt cohomology
The groups W †int,B/k and W †
f rac,
B/k are
˜B†-modules.
P r o o f . In the case of A we have a direct decompositon
W·A/k ∼= Wint,·A/k ⊕ W f rac,·A/k (2.9)
where the first summand is generated by basic Witt differentials of integral weight and the second summand
by basic Witt differentials of nonintegral weight (compare [7] (2.14) and (3.9)). If we consider WA/k as an
˜A∧-module via ˜A∧ → W (A) we have in each degree a decomposition of ˜A∧-modules by [8] Lemma 4.
It is immediate from the definition of overconvergence ([3] (0.4)) that (2.9) induces a decomposition on the
overconvergent subcomplex
W †·A/k ∼= W †int,·A/k ⊕ W † f rac,·A/k . (2.10)
This is in each degree a decomposition of ˜A†-modules.
It follows from Corollary 2.4 that W †B/k ∼= W †A/k ⊗W †( A) W †(B). Let b1, . . . , bm be a basis of B as an
A-module. We lift these elements to elements u1, . . . , um ∈ ˜B† and obtain a basis of ˜B† as ˜A†-module. If we apply
κB we obtain a basis of W †(B) as W †(A)-module. Therefore we have
W †B/k ∼= W †A/k ⊗ ˜A† ˜B†.
If we forget the differentials we obtain by tensoring (2.10) by ˜B† a decompositon:
W †·B/k ∼= W †int,·B/k ⊕ W † f rac,·B/k . (2.11)
Finally we have to prove that W † f rac,·B/k form an acyclic complex. The proof is the same as [3] Theorem 3.19
if we replace 1, x, . . . , xm−1 by u1, . . . , um and then of course xip by u pi+1. We need the Proposition 3.17 used in
[3] only for the polynomial algebra which is trivial. 
In the same way we obtain from (2.9) a decomposition
W·B/k ∼= Wint,·B/k ⊕ W f rac,·B/k . (2.12)
The second direct summand is acyclic and for the first we have an isomorphism
κB : 
·
˜B∧/W (k) −→ Wint,·B/k . (2.13)
We note that (2.12) induces the decomposition (2.11) via the inclusion W †·B/k ⊂ W·B/k .
We can now finish the proof of Proposition 2.2. The complexes (2.12) and (2.13) have no p-torsion. Therefore
the acyclic parts remain acyclic when tensored with Z/(pn). Therefore it remains to be shown that the natural
map
·
˜B∧/W (k) ⊗ Z/(pn) −→ ·˜B†/W (k) ⊗ Z/(pn)
is an isomorphism. This is clear from the definitions. This proves Proposition 2.2.
Before we prove the Theorem we begin with some general remarks. Let M be a W (k)-module. We denote the
kernel of the multiplication by pn : M → M by M [pn] and the cokernel by M [/pn]. We denote by Mtors ⊂ M the
subset of all elements which are annihilated by a power of p. We write ˆM = lim
←−
n
M [/pn] for the p-adic completion
of M .
Lemma 2.6 Let M be a W (k)-module. Assume that the following properties hold:
(i) ˆM is a finitely generated W (k)-module.
(ii) The kernel I of the canonical map ι : M → ˆM is torsion, i.e. I = Itors .
(iii) There is no injection W (k)Q/W (k) → M.
Then ι : M → ˆM is an isomorphism.
P r o o f . Let y ∈ I . We show that there is x ∈ I , such that px = y. We find a number m such that pm( ˆM)tors =
0. Since y = 0 mod pm+1 M we find z ∈ M such that pm+1z = y. By the choice of m we have x := pm z ∈ I .
C© 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.mn-journal.com
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Therefore any element of I is divisible by p. The condition (i i i) implies that I = 0. Then M is finitely generated
and M = ˆM . 
We turn now to the proof of the Theorem. By [5] II 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 and Proposition 2.2 we have for a proper
and smooth scheme X/k isomorphisms
lim
←−
n
Hi
(
X, W †·X/k [/p
n]
) = lim
←−
n
Hi
(
X, Wn·X/k
) = Hi (X, W·X/k
)
. (2.14)
We have the exact sequences
0 −−−−→ W †Ω·X/k
pn+1−−−−→ W †Ω·X/k −−−−→ W †Ω·X/k[/pn+1] −−−−→ 0
p
⏐
⏐
⏐
⏐
⏐
⏐
0 −−−−→ W †Ω·X/k
pn−−−−→ W †Ω·X/k −−−−→ W †Ω·X/k[/pn] −−−−→ 0.
(2.15)
Taking the hypercohomology of the lower exact sequence we obtain a short exact sequence
Hi
(
X, W †·X/k
)
[/pn] Hi
(
X, W·X/k
)
 Hi+1
(
X, W †·X/k
)
[pn]. (2.16)
We take the hypercohomology of the diagram (2.15) and break up the long cohomology sequences into short
exact sequences. If we pass to the projective limit using (2.14) we obtain short exact sequences:
lim
←−
n
Hi
(
X, W †·X/k
)
[/pn] Hi
(
X, W·X/k
)
 lim
←−
n
Hi+1
(
X, W †·X/k
)
[pn]. (2.17)
The maps used in the projective system on the right hand side are multiplication by p.
We set Mi = Hi(X, W †·X/k
)
. The W (k)-modules Hi
(
X, W·X/k
)
are finitely generated because they coincide
with crystalline cohomology. Therefore (2.17) shows that the completions ˆMi of Mi are finitely generated. We
note that the morphism γ in (2.1) factors through the first arrow of (2.17) because Hi(X, WX/k
)
is complete.
Since the cokernel of γ has finite length, we see that the last limit of this sequence is a module of finite length.
Since X is proper the modules Mi+1[pn] are of finite length by (2.16). Let Mn ⊂ Mi+1[pn] be the universal
images of the projective system. We see that for each n there is a number n′ > n, such that Mn is the image of
pn′−n : Mi+1[pn′ ] → Mi+1[pn]. It follows that the natural map Mn+1 → Mn is surjective for each n. Then Mn
consists of all elements x ∈ Mi+1[pn] such that for each number m there is ym ∈ Mi+1 such that pm ym = x . We
see that for  ≤ n we have M = Mi+1[p] ∩ Mn . Therefore we have for each n an exact sequence
0 −→ M1 −→ Mn+1 −→ Mn −→ 0.
Since
lim
←−
n
Mn = lim←−
n
Mi+1[pn]
is a module of finite length we conclude that M1 = 0. But then all Mn are zero. Therefore the last projective
system of (2.17) is essentially zero.
To finish the proof we need to show that Mi = ˆMi . This follows if the assumptions of Lemma 2.6 are satisfied.
We already proved that ˆMi is finitely generated. The kernel I of ι : Mi → ˆMi coincides with the kernel of γ in
diagram (2.1). This is a torsion module.
Finally assume that there is an injection W (k)Q/W (k) → Mi . Then i ≥ 1. But this implies that lim←−
n
Mi [pn]
contains a submodule isomorphic to W (k). We have already shown that the last projective limit is zero. This
contradiction shows that the last assumption (i i i) of Lemma 2.6 is fulfilled for Mi . Therefore Mi → ˆMi is an
isomorphism. This proves the Theorem. 
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